Narcotics Bureau operations lead to multiple drug indictments
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Eight recent felony drug indictments have resulted from operations conducted by the Dayton Police Department Narcotics Bureau, with assistance from the Central Patrol Operations Division Community Problem Response Team.

The undercover work was done during July and October of 2017 and followed citizen or business owner complaints of drug activity.

Detectives were able to make hand-to-hand purchases of illegal narcotics, which lead to indictments from a Montgomery County Grand Jury.

The following were indicted for felony drug trafficking:

Steven Arnold
Mayfield Evans
Deren Craft
Raymon Dixon
John Myrick
Christopher Ross
Deontay Williams
Nicholos Woodson

Currently, Deontay Williams and Deren Craft have active warrants for their arrest. Anyone who knows the whereabouts of either of these men are asked to call 333-COPS or, to remain anonymous, call Crime Stoppers at 222-STOP.
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